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4Gb of raw EEG data shared in 2002
https://sccn.ucsd.edu/~arno/fam2data/
publicly_available_EEG_data.html



Why is sharing increasing?
u Cost of storage is low and there are 

plenty of free repository
u Grant agencies do not want to spend 

million to acquire data and then throw it 
away

u Issue with replicability in Science. Journal 
require you to post data.

u Standard pipelines and AI are in the air
https://mkomo.com/assets/hd-cost-graph.png



Why share your data?
u Increased citations. ~25% citation boost.

u Create new collaborations

u Get another publication out of your data 
(Scientific Data, …)

u Easier to reuse that data

u Sometimes mandatory

u Increase likelihood of funding
u You are benefiting science

Why keep your data?
u Takes time to format

u Passing out on potential authorship

u Science is competitive

4Gb of raw EEG data 
shared since 2002

Paper cited 231 times



The unreasonable effect of big data

Michele Banko and Eric Brill (2001) Scaling to Very Very Large 
Corpora for Natural Language Disambiguation. Microsoft Research. 
Proceeding ACL '01 Proceedings of the 39th Annual Meeting on 
Association for Computational Linguistics. Pages 26-33

Increasing 
performance
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Our job as neuroscientists
• Tailor Neuroscience datasets for AI applications
• Participate in developing and interpreting AI models
• Sort through and test hypotheses suggested by AI models

Potential application of AI applied to BIG neuro data
• Biomarkers

• Clinical conditions
• Cognitive states

• Discovery
• Data fusion (EEG/fMRI)
• Analyze features       new hypotheses  

Sex classification
Deep learning units detecting EEG beta burst



Open Data
Findable

Data and supplementary materials have 
sufficiently rich metadata 
and a unique and persistent identifier. 

Accessible
Data is deposited in a trusted repository.

Interoperable
(Meta)data uses a formal, shared, and broadly 
applicable language or format.

Reusable
Data is described with clear and 
understandable attributes.
Anonymized.
There should be a clear and acceptable license 
for re-use.

https://www.force11.org/group/fairgroup/fairprinciples

https://www.force11.org/group/fairgroup/fairprinciples


Open Data - BIDS
Findable

Data and supplementary materials have 
sufficiently rich metadata 
and a unique and persistent identifier. 

Accessible
Data is deposited in a trusted repository.

Interoperable
(Meta)data uses a formal, shared, and broadly 
applicable language or format.

Reusable
Data is described with clear and 
understandable attributes.
Anonymized.
There should be a clear and acceptable license 
for re-use.

https://www.force11.org/group/fairgroup/fairprinciples

https://www.force11.org/group/fairgroup/fairprinciples


What is BIDS?

BIDS is a way to organize your existing raw data

u To improve consistent and complete documentation
u To facilitate re-use by your future self and others

BIDS is not
u A new file format
u A search engine

u A data sharing tool



u It is not that different, it is all about timing
u Bye, bye databases
u Focused on interoperability
u Focused on simplicity
u Focused on public data
u Focused on community
u Focused on extensibility and evolution

Why is BIDS different?





BIDS-EEG
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BIDS-EEG
▶ description of dataset in JSON format

▶ readme file for users
▶ participants table files in tab delimited format

▶ description of participants table file columns (above)

▶ original raw data if converted to a supported format
▶ original stimuli (sound files and images)

▶ anonymized subject 1 folder

▶ file describing channels

▶ raw EEG data file (not all raw formats are possible)

▶ amplifier and recording information
▶ events in tabular format

This example:
https://openneuro.org/datasets/ds001787

BIDS specification:
https://bids-specification.readthedocs.io/en/latest/



BIDS EEGLAB plugin (export/import)



BIDS EEGLAB plugin (export/import)











From sample



Task and event details

http://www.hedtags.org
http://wiki.cogpo.org
https://www.cognitiveatlas.org





Delorme, A., Truong, D., Sivagnanan, S., Yoshimoto, K., Robbins, K., Makeig, S., 
Majumdar, A. (2021) Meta- and mega-analysis of electroencephalographic data 
via the Neuroscience Gateway using the BIDS/HED framework in EEGLAB, 
Society of Neuroscience 2021, Chicago, November 13-16.

OpenNeuro BIDS 1

OpenNeuro BIDS 2

OpenNeuro BIDS 3

HED event selection

EEGLAB automated 
pipeline

Output



TOOLS

https://bids.neuroimaging.io/benefits.html



Neuroelectromagne-c Data Archive and Tools Resource





NEMAR meta-data analysis

NEMAR data analysis

Delorme, A., Truong, D., Martinez- Cancino, R., Pernet, C., Sivagnanam, S., Yoshimoto, K., Poldrack, R., Majumdar, A., Makeig, S. 
(2020) Tools for Importing and Evaluating BIDS-EEG Formatted Data. Proceeding of the IEEE transactions on biomedical 
engineering. 2021 10th International IEEE/EMBS Conference on Neural Engineering (NER) May 4-8, 2021, Rome, Italy.





Batch processing





https://openneuro.org/datasets/ds003061





Import BIDS 
dataset/remove
unwanted channels

Clean data
lightly

Run/Remove
ICA

Re-reference

Clean data
aggressively

Extract epochs

Create STUDY and STUDY design

LIMO script available on
The LIMO tutorial for

https://openneuro.org/datasets/ds002718/




